
Walnut Hills Area Council:  Business Group
Minutes

Minutes:  March 18, 2021 - Walnut Hills Area Council: Business Group Meeting
Taken by Michael Rountree, Childress & Cunningham, Inc.

Attendance:

Kiaya Carter
Gary Dangel
Brent Gallaher
Kathryne Gardette

Christina Hartlieb
Samir Kulkarni
Anne Leeman
Elizabeth Marsh Singh

Julie Martin
Tim MacConnell
Sahir Rama
Samantha Reeves

Michael Rountree
Robert Sanders
Jerod Theobald

 

Opening:
Meeting called to order by Samir Kulkarni at 9:06 AM. This meeting was held as a video conference using Zoom software.

Minutes from the February 18, 2021 meeting were approved, Kathryne Gardette 1st, Tim MacConnell 2nd. 

Treasurer's Report by Tim MacConnell indicated account balances of $5,499 in our main account, $1,400 in the account 
dedicated to funding of flower pots (beautification), and $500 in the account for the 5K race in October. A check for the first 
installment to the Parks Department will be going out, in the amount of $1,500, and invoices to those who have sponsored 
flower pots have been sent out already. Kathryne noted that the WHAC has not yet received their NSP funds which will be used 
to cover their portion of the flower pots. It was noted that grey pots have been seen being placed throughout the business 
district.

Committee Reports:

Beautification – Samir Kulkarni
A total of 36 pots will be installed all the way from May to Victory. These will be maintained by the Parks Department, with 
plantings to be done in mid-April. We may actually be short on the number of pots, and need about 6 more, which might be 
available from the inventory at the Parks Dept. Pots have been placed with a temporary evergreen planting, which will be 
replaced later. Those who have chosen to sponsor the flower pots will be acknowledged on our web site as well as social media 
(Michael Rountree will coordinate with Sahir and Jerod), and Kathryne suggested that a banner that is included in our emails 
could be a place to mention the sponsors.

No report yet on the feasibility of business district identity banners, discussion deferred until April. Samantha noted that there is
an upcoming deadline of April 5th to apply for NBDSF funds; Tim said that he is working with Cindy to meet that.

Communications & Membership – Sahir Rama, Jerod Theobald
Sahir is continuing to call local businesses and organizations, and said that the Cincinnati Association for the Blind expressed 
interest; Tim confirmed that he received their dues check. As a reminder, dues vary by size (number of employees) and by non-
profit status. Social Media will be managed by Jerod, aiming at posts 3 times per week, coordinating with Gary Dangel to 
ensure that WHAC and WHRF have consistent messaging. Jerod suggested that we do some individual business spotlights, as 
well as show photos of planters once placed.

Events – Samir Kulkarni
The 5K Peebles Run is set for Oct. 17, 2021. We are waiting for confirmation from the Police, and Samir anticipates another 
meeting with the race consultant.

Samir reported that Fred Orth has planned Clean-Up on April 10th, for which an estimated 75-90 people are expected to 
participate. This will go from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM roughly, with teams of 6 to 10 people splitting up. Additional group leaders 
were needed; Christina, Samir, Anne, and Jerod each offered to help. Christina mentioned that this coincides with Civil War 
Park Day, and the Harriet Beecher Stowe House might be able to supply water bottles in their vicinity.
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Planning & Development – Samir Kulkarni
Members were encouraged again to think of three distinct neighborhood improvements that the WHBG can champion. The 
suggestions received will be compiled, along with input from prior discussions. Gary said that Jack Martin had suggested 
something regarding 2-way bike lanes.

Safety – No Report

CNBDU / NBDIP – No Report

Other Matters:
Robert Sanders, of Sanders Development Group LLC, made a presentation regarding proposed development at Curtis and St. 
James. Before making this presentation, it was clarified that the process to garner a letter of support from WHBG is to make a 
presentation during one month's regular WHBG meeting, and then a vote for support will be taken during the following month's 
meeting. The proposed project will bring in Triversity Construction as a tenant, in approx. 21,000 sf of currently vacant space 
(on 2 floors). They hope to close on the property (multiple parvels at 921 Curtis Street and easement onto 2363 St. James) on 
April 15th, and begin construction in May or June. Triversity is minority-owned and has a commitment to service. The request to
WHBG is for support of their sought-for CRA tax abatement, and participation in VTICA.

Samantha asked what the plans would be for the other 10,000 sf pole-barn building, which is currently used by Model Group for
storage; Robert said they would likely find a similar tenant and use. Samir asked what the tax abatement would equate to, in 
rough annual dollar amounts, as well as an estimate of the community VTICA. What would the number of jobs coming into our 
neighborhood be, and what would their income taxes amount to? Robert expects the abatement to be worth $60k annually, while
the VTICA benefit will be $4k to $5k annually, but he did not have an estimate for the expected offset of income taxes. Sahir 
Rama said that he would not be supportive of a tax abatement in general. Robert explained that a full 15 years of abatement is 
needed in order to make the deal work financially, since the poor condition of the building calls for a high amount of up-front 
investment in order to compare favorably to other commercial space. The overall project cost is expected to be $4 million, and 
will include purchasing the parking lot and pole barn from Model Group.

Samir reported that Poste at Trevarren Flats is on the market to be sold, though Samantha said that Trevarren will retain a 
management role; Model Group is selling in order to generate funds to be used for the former Kroger site. Millhouse is wanting 
to focus on larger (over 200 units) projects for their portfolio, but they have committed to see through Poste Phase 2 if the new 
buyer does not wish to go through with that. Samantha said that the co-developer agreement will act like a restricted covenant to
ensure that the new buyer carries through the commitments that Millhouse had made.

Samantha let the group know that the Uhaul on Gilbert has a Zoning Hearing coming up on April 7th, and she requested to be on
the notification list. The issue under consideration is believed to be about signage and/or banners, but Samantha wasn't sure.
Meeting adjourned at approx. 10:07 AM.
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